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ABSTRACT 

The incompressible and inviscid flow in two-dimensional! 
radial-flow, pump impellers fitted with straight radia 
blades is reanalyzed analytically with the aid of the theorv 
of functions of a comrlex variable, in particular by using 
the method of conforrna mapping. The fluid velocity along the 
impeller blades is newly sofved in closed-form by a Fourier 
senes, with the Fourier coefficients being given by the 
hypergeometric function or (Gauss) series. Previously 
unpublished expressions in closed-form and illustrating 
graphs are presented for slip factors, the condition oT 
Shockless entry, and the volume flow rate minimally required 
for efficient operation. An (illustrative) extension of the 
classical, one-dimensional, Eulerian expression for developed 
head of radially bladed pump impellers is discussed, 
quantifying the effect of finite blade numbers. 

NOMENCLATURE 

a =modulus of [ ( = aeirr) 
S,_ =pressure coerlbent = p/(pfl2r~) 
L-~. =dimensionless fluid velocity= w/(Jlr2 ) 
F(-) = hypergeometric function or (Gauss) series 
f = complex potential 
g
1 

=acceleration due to gravity 
h =head 
n =number of blades 
E. =thermodynamic pressure 
(J =volume flow rate (two-dimensional) 
r =radial distance= I z I 
R(a:) =auxiliary function=\1-a:)/(l+a:) 
s =blade coordinate= (~-rifr2 )/(1-rifr2 ) 
v =absolute fluid velocity 
w =relative fluid velocity 
z =complex number in the physical plane= x + iy = rei<P 
I'(-) =complete gamma function 
I'1 = prerotation 
r b = blade circulation 
[ =complex number in the image plane 
(} =polar angle in the image plane= m·g( O 
~ =impeller coefficient= (r]/r2 )n 
., =dimensionless radius= r7r2 
p =fluid density 
a = slip factor 
T = prerota.tion factor (for shockless en try) 
rl = yrerotation coefficient= I'if(2nJlr'?i) 
rfi = low coefficient= Q{(2nJlr2) 
<ti =pole angle in the p 1ysica.I ,plane= arg(z) 
IJ! =head coefficient.= gH/(Jlr2 )-
Jl = angular speed 
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Subscripts 

=offset origin 
1 =inner hlade tip 
2 =outer blade tip 
Q =volume flow 

=radial 
= shockless entry 

t =tangential · 
th =theoretical 
z =physical plane 
r =vortex flow 
( = image plane 
n =displacement flow 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Superscripts 

+ 

K 
Q 
I' 
n 

=upper blade side 
=lower blade side 
= l\utta condition 
=volume flow 
=vortex flow 
= displacement flow 

i:he )lla.then:a.tica.lly ~onvenient. s.implifica.tion of a 
two-d1mens1onal, mcompress1ble and mv1sCJd flow field has 
been proven valuable in the engineering of turbomachines and 
has been employed by a number of notable authors sine~ the 
early years oT this century. 

. Tt was. Kucharski (1918) who. pioneered this field of 
f!md . dynan.11cs by thorou_ghly. exam1~mg the flow field of a 
s1mphf1ed impeller fitted- with stra1glit radial blades with 
the inner tip placed at the center of the impeller. Spa.nnhake 
(19?5a; 19257i; 1930) pr~se1,1ted improvements ,on this. matter by 
~akmg a mor~ rea.hst1c mlet-to-outlet radms ratio for the 
impeller, and mtroduced the method of conformal mapping to 
solve the flow problem. Employing the method of conformal 
mapping Sorensen (1927; 1941), Busemann (1928) and Schulz 
(1928a; 1928b) tre_ated the impeller with logarithmic spiral 
blades. Uchimaru & l\ito ( 1931) applied the results of Sclmlz 
to compute slip coefficients, . and Acosta ( 1954) extended the 
work of Busemann by computmg the pressure distribution along 
the blades,,. and comparmg the results with experiments. 
Ayyubi & !tao (1971), and J\fohana l\umar & Rao (1977J used 
Acosta's work as reference and developed similar resu ts by 
using a distribution of elementary singularities on the blade 
surfaces. 

The above-mentioned authors all contributed 
~ignificantly to. the solu.tion of the potential flow problem 
m two-d1mens10nal radial-flow impellers. However results 
were. mostly obtained by numerica_l evaluation and computation; 
solutions m closed-form were limited to special cases onlv 
(l\ucha.rski 1918; Spann hake 1925a ). This state of affairs 1s 
improved by the. results of the. present. reanalysis, that is. 
prev10usly unpublished solutions 111 closed-form are given for 
the flu.id velocity a.long straight radial blades, and for 
three important flow parameters which determine the 
performance of (two-dimensional) radial-flow impellers with 



straight radial blades, viz. the slip factor(s), the 
condition of shockless entry, and the minnnum volume flow 
rate. 

The results provide an analytical extension to the 
design formulae commonly applied i.n the engineering of radial 
turbomachinery J. such formulae bemg_ largely based on the 
annlication oi one-dimensional Eulenan flow theory. 
Furthermore, the presented solutions can serve as a practical 
and meaningful reference for numerical methods used for 

comp~~4 ty;~; a~f tiK~;:gfi~mer';)i;~~d flfuw f~fi111~~ifs is not 
entirely new but is largely to be found in Acosta ( 1954 ), 
Busemann (1928) 1 Schulz (1928a; 1928b), and Spannhake (1925a, 
1925b, 1930 ). tlowever, none of these references gave 
solutions in closed-form that are similar to the ones denved 
from the present reanalysis. 

2 FUNDAMENTALS 

A single stage turbomachine, or one stage of a 
multistage turbomachine, may be considered to be composed of 
three main parts: a stationary inlet or guidance system, the 
runner or impeller, and an outlet or collecting device. Since 
the impeller 1s responsible for the ener_gy transfer,., it seems 
clear that this component should be ttie item 01 our first 
interest. 

Then confining our attention to the flow field in 
isolated impeller::i, 1t would be highly desirable to be able 
to predict the developed head, and to determine the fluid 
velocity and the pressure distribution along the blades. 
This, however, is in general unfeasible due to the behaviour 
of real fluids and the com_plex geometries of impellers found 
in practice. Therefore the flow problem has to lie simplified, 
leaving the essentials intact, so that practical solutions 
can be obtained. 

The first assumption is that the fluid may be considered 
incompressible when dealing with pumps and fans. Secondly, 
the importance of the viscous forces compared to the 
non-viscous (inertia) forces acting on the fluid will be very 
small, so that the bulk of the fluid may be considered 
inviscid. The third assumption, usually, implicitly made, is 
that the flow enters the impeller free from vorticity, so 
that the flow field may be characterized mathematically as 
irrotational and solenoidal taking into account the former 
two assumptions. The last assumption is that the flow field 
may be considered two-dimensional, that is, the flow is 
restricted to depend on radial and angular coordinates only, 
which is a reasonable assumption for numerous radial-flow 
turbomachines. 

The four assumptions just mentioned, make it possible to 
use two-dimensional methods of potential flow theory, in 
particular the theory of functions of a complex variable, to 
compute the flow in radial-flow impellers. Additionally, the 
analysis will be restricted to thin blades, that is, blades 
with zero thickness. and, furthermore, we will (have to) 
adopt a mathematically convenient blade shape. 

Then, with a logarithmic spiral being the only blade 
shape eligible, the choice seems clear. However, in this 
paper attention will be confined to the case of straight 
radial blades, being a special case of logarithmic spiral 
blades. The general case of logarithmic spiral blades is 
discussed at length by Visser et al. ( 1992 ). 

In summary, we then have that the im_pellers considered, 
are isolated, are two-dimensional, are of the radial-flow 
type and consist of a finite number, negligibly thin, 
equally spaced, straight radial blades. The coinciding upper 
( +) and lower (-/ biade surfaces of such impellers (see also 
figure 1) are simp y characterized by 

d,P 
-=0 (1) 
dr 

where r is radial distance and ¢ 
Integrating equation ( 1) 

particular impeller, that is, 
mathematically by 

. 2ir(j -1) 
,pl(r) =¢01 +--

n 

is polar angle. 
it then follows 

the jtLblade, is 
that a 

described 

(2) 

in which n is I_lUmber of blades, j is a , ?,lade ,index 
{jE!'Jll:Sj:Sr:}, ¢ 01 1s an offset angle, viz. ¢ 01 =r[J (r1 ) with r 1 
ts inner tip radius, and r1 :;:; r::; r 2, where r 2 is outer tip 
radius. 

Furthermore, recalling that the flow field in the 
impellers is assumed two-dimensional, irrotational, and 
solenoidal, a velocity potential <p and a stream function 1/J 
can be defined as customary in general fluid dynamics, ~ee 
for instance Batchelor (196i). The complex potential (<p+iy•) 
associated with this will be denoted by /(z) where z=x+zy, 
with x and y referring to Cartesian (x,y)- coordinates. Then, 
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df . 
-=Vx-lVy (3) 
dz 

where v¥ and v are the velocity components in x- and 
y- direct10n respettively. 

3 METHOD OF SOLUTION 

To compute the flow field in particular the fluid 
velocity along the blades, we will employ the principle of 
superposition, and use the method of conformal mapping. The 
basic ideas involved, will be briefly outlined below. 

3.1 Principle of Superposition 
Based on the assumption of a potential flow we may 

employ the principle oT superposit10n, and, hence, for 
convenience in algebraic mampulation, we will distinguish 
the following 4 potentials: 
a) A potential f n due to the rotation of the impeller. This 

flow will be referred to as displacement flow. 
b) A potential fo for the volume flow rate through the 

impeller, whicll is modelled by a source placed at the 
center of the impeller. 

c) A potential ff related to a rectilinear vortex pla.ced at 
the center o the impeller. This vortex ·represents a 
orerotation bv which we can impose a shockless entry. 

d) A potential fK for the imposition of the Kutta condition. 
This condition expresses the physical fact that there is 
a smooth flow off both surfaces of the impeller blades at 
the trailing edge. 

3. 2 Method of Conformal Mapping 
To derive the flow along the blades, we will employ a 

conformal transformation which maps the impeller on tlie unit 
circle. Then in the image plane we can determine the 
above-mentioned sub-flows relatively easily, by using the 
theory_ of functions of a complex variable. 

The mapping function to be used, has been outlined 
formerly by Spannhake (1925a; 1925b; 1930), and, basically, 
originates from Joukowski's transformation (see for instance 
Milne Thomson ( 1954) p.94 ). Denoting the physical plane by z 
and the image plane oy I; and placing tlie center of the 
impeller at the origin of the physical plane, we can state 
the transformation I;: z -+-!;, which maps the impeller 
conformally on the unit circle, by 

[
: -(o l 
~2 -(o 

(4) 

in which ( 0 =1;(0) and i;2 =i;(z2 ), with z2 being the complex 
representation of the outer blade tip in the physical plane, 
and where the overbar denotes the complex conjugate. 

Now choosing the image of the outer blade tip in 1;2 =1 
employing the fact that the blade tips are brancli foints of 
the transformation, and recalling that I z2 I > z1 I it 
follows from eq_uation ( 4) that the mner blade tip is mapped 
in 1;1 = -1, and that the image of the origin (z = 0) lies 
somewhere on the negative real axis, say 1;0 = - a with a E IR+, 
see also Betz (1964) pp. 123-131, or Spannnake (1925a; 1930). 
The mapping function ( 4) then becomes 

(z/z2 )n = (a+i;)(a+~)/(l+a)2 (5) 

Next defining 
( rifr2 )n and . taking 
mapped outside the 
(see also figure 2) 

an impeller coefficient /1: = I z1{z2 In=;' 
into account that the physical p ane 1s 
unit circle, so that a> 1, 1t follows that 

a= li;ol =Wl("v'µ) (6) 

where we have put W1(Vµ)={R(V'µJr 1 =(1+Vµ){(1-v'µ,) for 
convenience. This short-form notation, i.e. R(a) = ( -a)/(l+a), 
will be used frequently henceforth. .9 Finally, for porn ts on a blade that is, I;= e1 

, it 
follows that the mapping function ( 5) can be expressed 
conveniently as 

e(B) = ~(l+µ) [l+R(µ)cos(B)] (7) 

where we have introduced a dimensionless radius f,=f,(B)=r/r2 , 
and where e is polar angle in the circle or image plane. 



4 FLUID VELOCITY ALONG THE BLADES 

From the theory of functions of a complex variable it 
follows that; alone' the blades. the tangential fluid 
velocities Vt and VtC in the Z - and ( - plane- respectively 
are related 'by the transformation, in particular for straight 
radial blades, 

vt z I d( I 1 I de l1 

~= dz =~ d~ 
(8) 

Hence, the physical velocity distributions along the impeller 
blades are readily derived from the corresponding 
descriptions of the flows in the (-plane, discussed below. 

4.1 Displacement Flow 
To compute the tangential fluid velocity related to the 

dis2lacement flow, that 1s, the velocity Vti; along the unit 
circle !see figure 3), we employ Poisson's l2rinc1pal value) 
integra , see for instance Betz ( 1964) p. 167, or Moretti 
( 1964) PI>· 280-281. Incorporating tbe boundary condition that 
the relative fluid velocity normal to the blades equals zero 
it follows that (see also Acosta 1954) 

'Ir 

n J?r~ f d~ [g A) Vti;(B) = - - ~(A)-cotan --T- dA 
2ir dA 

(9) 

-IT 

4.2 Source Flow 
Placinz a fluid source of strength Q/n in the (-plane 

at (=Co, wliich corresponds with a fluid source of strength Q 
located at the center of the z-plane, gives after applying 
the circle theorem (Milne-Thomson 1958) 

Q ( - I J fo(()=- ln(C-~ 0 )+/n((-1,;0 ) 
2ITn 

(10) 

from which we get the tangential fluid velocity (substituting 
(=ei9 and ( 0 = -a) 

Q Q asin(B) 
Vti;(B)= -- (11) 

ITn l+a2+2acos(B) 

4.3 Vortex Flow 
Placing a rectilinear vortex of strength I' ifn in the 

C-plan.e at I,;= Co and applying the circle theorem yields the 
potential 

I'1 [ 1 J fr(O=- ln(C-(o)-/n((-Co) 
2irn 

and, consequently, the tangential velocity 
r I' 1 l+acos(B) 

Vti;(B)=- --,----
irn l+a2+2acos(B) 

4.4 Kutta Condition 

(12) 

(13) 

The last sub-flow to be discussed, is related to the 
Kutta condition, also known as Joukowski's hypothesis, which 
implies the elnnination of the singular behaviour of the 
flmd velocity at the trailing edge of a blade. This is done 
by superposmg a rectilinear vortex of strength I' i, at the 
origin of the !,;-plane. The resulting tangential velocity at 
the unit circle reads 

K I'b 
Vti;=2IT (14) 

Now by simply requiring a zero (overall) fluid velocity 
at the trailing edge in the [-plane we impose the Kutta 
condition. Witli the trailing edge, i.e. the outer tip, being 
mapped in l,;2 =1, and hence g = 82 = O, this yields the relation 

v1;1 i;(O) +v?i;(O)+vf i;(O)+v~i; = 0 (15) 

Substituting equation (14) we then get that the blade 
circulation r b is prescribed by 

I'b= -2IT[v1ii;(O)+v?i;(O)+vfi;(O)J (16) 

4.5 Condition of Shockless Entry 
After imposing the Kutta condition. still another 

singularity remains, viz. the one at the leadmg edge of the 
blanes. Analogous to the imposition of the Kutta condition 
this singularity can be eliminated, in this case by a proper 
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choice of the prerotation. Such is generally known as 
(imposins;) the condition of shockless entry. 

Note . that the .. condition of shock~ess entry . i~ st~ictly 
an operatm~ cond1t10n, whereas the Kutta cond1t10n 1s a 
physical facL. Fron1 a mathematical point of view, holvever, 
both conditions are alike. 

Recalling tha_t !he_ leading_ edge,, J.e. t~e , inl\t;r tip,. is 
mapped m ( 1, with fi=fi1 =ir, tne conmt10n 01 8uucK1eos en,ry 
leads to 

(17) 

Combining this result with equation (15) we find 

v1;1 i;(7r)-v1;1 i;(O)+v?i;(IT)-v?i;(O) +vf i;(7r)-vf i;(O) = 0 

This equation ·fully determines the prerotation I'1s J{8
lthe 

flow entering the pump impeller, such that a shoe.Kless entry 
is obtained. 

5 SOLUTION IN CLOSED-FORM 

Substituting equations (6) and (7), we obtain from 
equations ( 9 ), (11), and ( 13) 

7f 

K f [ J-1+2/n [g AJ v1;1i;(B) = 
2

ITn l+R(µ)cos(A) sin(A) cotan T dA 

-IT 

Q sin( e) 
v?i;(B)= -- ------,--

2ITn cos(B)+W1 (µ) 

r I' 1 cos(B)+R(v'µ.) 
vt((B) =- ----..,---

2ITn cos(B)+W 1 (µ) 

in which 

[ J 
2/n 

K=J?r~R(µ) ~(1+µ) 

(19) 
(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

The velocities v?i; and v{- are both given by relatively 
simple expressions that ne~d no further explanation. The 
displacement flow velocity, however, deserves some further 
attention. 

By some elementary trigonometric manipulations we get 
K 

v1;1i;(B)= 
2

7rn [sin
2
(B)J(B)+ [1-cos(B)JJ1-J0J (23) 

in which 
'Ir 

J(B)=f[l+R(µ)cos(A)J-1+
2
/n dA (24) 

cos(A)-cos(B) 

- IT 

'Ir 

Io= I [i+R(µ)cos(A)r1+
2
/n [l+cos(A)J dA 

- IT 

IT 

11 = J (i+R(µ)cas(A)rl+
21

n dA 

- IT 

(25) 

(26) 

Both I 0 and Il can be formulated equivalently by the 
(Gauss) hyperg_eome ric function or series. The equivalents 
read (see also l;radshteyn & Ryzhik 1980 p.389 and p.384) 

[
I J 1-2/n I 2 

l 0 =2IT 2(1+µ) F( 2,1-ii;2;1-µ) (27) 

It= 26/nIT(l + µ )1-2/n(l + v'~t r4/n(v' µr1+4/nF [ ~' ~; 1; R2(v' µ)J 

(28) 
where F(-) =,;J'1(-) represents the h.1.Jlergeometric function (see 
for instance Whittaker & Watson 19:!1 ). 

To evaluate J(B) we expand the leading part of the 
integral in a Fourier cosine series, that is, 

(i+R(µ)cos(AJf1+
2
/n =~A0 + k~1Akcos(kA) (29) 



where the coefficients of the series are defined by 
11" 

Ak = * J [i+R(µ}cos(r))-!+
2
/n cos(kT) dT (30) 

Then recalling the following principle value integral 
(Milne-Thomson 1958 p. 80) well-known in aerodynamics 

11" 

----- d>.. =--sin(kB) f cos ( k>..) 2ir 

cos(>.) -cos(B) sin( B) 
(31) 

-11" 

we obtain 
211" 00 

l(B)=-.-- EAksin(kB) 
sin(B) k=1 

(32) 

furthermore, the Fourier coefficients ( 30) can be expressed 
m closed-form by the hypergeornetric function. We obtam (see 
also Gradshteyn & Ryzhik 1980 p.384) 

Ak = 2B/n(1+µ)1-2/n(l+ v'µf4/n(v'µfl+4/n ak (33) 

where 

ak=~Rk(v'µ)F[~,k+~;k+l;R2("\I'µ)) IT (!-m) (34) 
k! n n m=l n 

finally.l substitut.ing equations (27), (28), and (32) in 
equat10n ( 2J) we ob tam 

n }-µ t 2 21-µ[ 2 ]4/n 
ut((B) = -f1r2--F(2,l--;2;1-µ)+f1r1-- --- X 

2n n nVµ l+Vµ 

{sin(B) E aksin(kB)+sin2(!B)F[~,~;l;R2 (1/11)J} (35) 
k= I 2 n n 

This equation gives the solution in closed-form for the fluid 
velocity, tangential at the unit circle in the i;-Qlane due 
to the rotation of. the (rad_ially bladed) impeller. The 'major 
advantage of equat10n ( 35) 1s that we now have a convenient 
series representation instead of a rather awkwardly 
computable integral formulation.l viz. equation ( 19) employeCi 
by others (like Spannhake 19J0, Schulz 1928a ~nd Acosta 
1954). ' 

Summing the individual contributions (20J (21) and 
(35) we .get the. overall velocity in the (-'-plane.' The 
correspondn~g velocity m the physical plane is oota.ined by 
transformat10n (8) .. Substituti~1g equation (7), it follows 
that the transformat10n for straight radial blades reads 

Utz 2n(n-I 1 
----

Ut:: (l-µ)r 2 lsin(B}j 
(36) 

6 RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS 

Successively . we will focus our attention on the slip 
factor(s), the fluid velocity and pressure distribution along 
the blades, .the condition of shockless entry, and the volume 
flow rate mmima.lly required for efficient operation. 

6.1 Slip Factors 
From equations (16), (20), (21), and (35) we readily 

obtain that the blade circulation for pump impellers fitteCi 
with straight radial blades is given by 

nI'b =an 2irf1r~ -ar I'1 

where 

an= ~(1-µ)F(~, 1- ~ ;2; 1- µ.) 

ar=l-1/µ 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

The dimensionless factors an and ar are generally known 
as shp factors; the subscripts refer to the displacement 
flow (n} or the vortex flow ( r). By definition shp factors 
are al ways positive and less than 1. They express that the 
flow receives an imperfect guidance due to the finite number 
of blades; the fluid 1s said to slip. 

The factor an is often addressed as the slip factor 
disi:ussed in many text books on turboma.chines. An interesting 
review of (mostly empirical) relations for this slip factor 
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can be found in Wiesner (1967). 
. The beha.v\our o.f t~e slip factors above-given, is 
illustrated graphically m figure 4, where we have plotted 
both ag a.nCi ar as a. funct10n of the radius .ratio ritr2 for 
n ~.l, 2, 4, 8, 1.6, a.nq .32 blades. These figures a.re not 
e1lL!rely umque smce snmlar graphs have been published 
before. 

who, Fi~~~et~r~as ~bf~n~dscr~~d f~~~~}~~~) by f~~:ma~~~~ii 
integration consid~ring a. limited number of values for n. Our 
grapn of the shp factor an. is based on the solution in 
closed-form, viz. equation (JI'.!), enabling evaluation for any 
value of the number of blades. 

Figure 4b has been outlined before by Schulz (1928a· 
1928b) a.nd Spa.nnhake (1930). Here, both Schulz a.nd Spannha.k~ 
emplo_yed the solution in closed-form, viz. equation (39). 

The importance of slip factors is best demonstrated by 
the equation of the theoretically developed head. From the 
moment of momentum equation and the conservation of energy it 
follows that the theoretical head of isolated impellers ca.n 
be expressed as (see for instance Betz 1966 p.84, or Busema.nn 
1942 p.416) 

nI'bf] 
Hth=-- (40) 

2irg 

where. g is the acc;elera.tion . due to gravity. Substituting 
equat10n ( 37) we ob tam for radially bladea impellers 

IJlth =an-(r1/r2) 2arY1 (41) 

where we have intrC?duced a head coefficient IJlu1 = gHthf(f1r2 )2 
a.nd a vort~x coefficient Y1 = r 1/.(2irf1rr). 

Eq uat1on ( 41) clearly mClicates that knowledge of sliP. 
fac~ors is of v.ital import.a.nee in the engineering of 
radial-flow pump impellers. To compute the value of an it is 
best to eplploy the exact solution ( 38), or, alternatively 
the followmg somewhat more convenient engineering formula'. 
From equation (38) it follows that 

I i 2, , l I'(~+~) 
an- -F(-,1--,2,1)= - ---

2 
2 

n Vir f(l+~) 
(42) 

as ,µ--+O, in .which I'(-;) is ~he (comi:>lete) gamma function. 
This asymptotic expans10n will be valid for most practical 
cases (i.e. /1: « 1 ). 

The slip factor given by equation ( 42) is plotted in 
figure 5 as a function of the number of blades n. Note tha.t 
an - 1,, anc\ also a r: - 11 as n--+ oo, agreeing fully with the 
one-d1mens10nal or t;ulenan approach. 

:., . figure 5 we have also plotted the slip factor of 
Kuch<_trsk1 p918) who ha.s been the only one so far to obtain 
solut10ns m closed-form analytically in particular for 
fadially bladed impellers with µ = 0. 'f o that end Kucharski 
imposed, at zero throughput, that a. circular streamline 
connected the trailing edges; a very reasonable imposition 

6.2 Fluid Velocity along the Blades 
After summing equations (14), (20), (21), a.nd (35) 

!Ising eql!a.tion (37),, . employil\g tra.11sformation (36), and 
mcorporatmg the aux1hary rela.t10ns u1z= -w, and u~z= +wn 
where the sq2erscripts ( +) and ( - ) ref er to the upper ana 
lower blade sfrle, we get 

(~=<f>+µ!+2/ntan(~B) Y1-2(nµ-t+2/n [. 2_14/n X 
flr 2 1+\laj 

t~iaksin(kB)+~tan(~B) F(~,~;l;R2(v'µ))} (43) 

in which w
1 

is the outwardly directed, radial fluid velocity 
aloncr the olades, and where we have introduced a. flow 
coefficient <P =0/(2irf1r~). This coefficient, as well as Yl> may 
be cho~en at wITl, though there are two remarks to be made. 

Firstly, the vortex coefficient Y1, i.e. the prerotation 
with respect to the angular speed, should preferably be 
chosen such that a shockless entry is obtained. Then impact 
losses at impeller entrance are reduced to a minimum. 

Secondly, the flow coefficient <P i.e. the throughput in 
proportion to the rotational speed, should be large enough, 
so that the relative fluid velocity along the impeller blades 
will be strictly positive that is w, 2'. lJ. In tliat case we 
will not be bothered by the occurrence of a back flow (w,<0), 
which may have a negative influence on the performance of the 
impeller. · 

To illustrate equation ( 43) we have plotted in figure 6 
the dimensionless fluid velocity wr/(f]r2) for zero and 
minimum throughput (see 6.5 ), both with zero prerotation and 
shockless entry (see 6.4 }, for an impeller with 8 straight 



radial blades and an 0. 37 inlet-to-outlet radius ratio 
(rifr2 ). For convenience we here have used a dimensionless 
blade coordinate s(O; defined by s = (f,-rifr2 )/(1-rifr2 ). 

6.3 Pressure Distribution along the Blades 
Knowing the velocity distribution along the blades we 

are also abrc to compute the pressure distnbution. Recalling 
Bernoulli's theorem for steady two-dimensional fluid motions 
with respect to rotating axes (see for instance Batchelor 
1967 p.396) it is easily seen that 

cp+~c;-~e=constant (44) 

where C11 = p/(p.!?2r~), in which P. is thermodynamic pressure and 
p is fluiu density, and Cw= w/(ilr2 ). 

To illustrate equation ( 44) we have plotted in figure 7 
the pres~ure distriliution cpl and the pressure cliff erence 
( LlC = C -C-\ over the o ad es, based on the velocity 
disttfbutigns gr figures 6c and 6d, taking the constant equa1 
to zero for convenience. The figures clearly show that 
impellers o_perating under shockless entry will have a 
preferable blade loading, in particular at the leading edge. 

6.4 Condition of Shockiess Entry 
With reference to equation (16) and (17), and taking 

into account transformation (36), it follows form equation 
(43) that the prerotation I'15 required to obtain a shockless 
entry, equals 

I' ls= T 27rilri (45) 

where the introduced prerotation factor T ( = 715 ) reads 

T= [-
2
-]

4

/n F(!,!;l;R2(Vµ)J 
l+v'µ n n 

(46) 

Expanding asymptotically this prerotation factor becomes 

I'(l-~) 
T- 24 /nf(! !·1·1) =24/n n (47) 

n'n' ' I'2(l-ii) 

as µ ~ 0, provided that n > 4. 
The prerotation factor ( 46) is illustrated graphically 

in figure 8. The expansion ( 4 7) is plotted in figure 1J as a 
funct10n of the blades number. 

Like the slip factor the prerotation factor is also 
dimensionless, but larger than 1. Furthermore, it is readily 
seen that r - 1 as n ~ oo, complying completely with 
one-dimensional Eulerian flow theory. 

With the condition of shoc]{less entry imposed, and, 
hence, substituting prerotation factor ( 46 ), velocity 
distribution ( 43) becomes 

f, 2 = <J> - µ-~+2/n [-2-] 4/n X 
ilr 2 l+v'µ 

{2f,n k~1aksin(kB) +~(1-µ)sin(B) F[2fn, 2/n;l ;R2(v'µ)J ~ 
<48\ 

Note that at the blade tips ( B = 0 and B = 7r) we have that 
w,/(.!?r2 ) = <I>fE.; the disturliance due to the rotation of the 
impeller vams1ies completely at the blade tips. 

6.5 Minimum Volume Flow Rate 
The above-presented results allow us also to determine 

the volume flow rate minimally required to prevent a back 
flow along the (pressure side of the) blades. That is, by 
employing equation ( 48) a minimum flow coefficient for 
radially "bladed impellers can be computed (in principle). 
However, at this point we will only consider the 
mathematically convement case of impellers with a zero, or 
low, inlet-to-outlet radius ratio, bemg of great practical 
importance, though. 

As µ ~ 0 we obtain the velocity distribution 
w oo sin(kB) 

f,-' - <J>-21-4/nr(l+~) E (49) 
Jlr 2 n k=1f(l+k+ii)f(l-k+ii) 

By the condition w, ~ 0 for all radii we then get that the 
minimum flow coefficient <I>m = <I>m( n) is given by 

oo sin(kB) 
<Pm- MAX 21-4/nr(l+~) E o 

-rr< B<rr n k=I f(l+k+~)f(l-k+~) 
(50) 

asµ-+ 0. 
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The outcome of this equation is presented graphically in 
figure 10. In this fig\jre we have also plotted the minimum 
flow coefficient of l\ucharski (1918), who was one of the 
first to recognize the possibility of back flow. 

The graph of figure 10 can be used to determine either 
tho lnwo.ot ~ llowahlP fhromrhnut. or the (minimum) number of 
bi.i:des ··s~--that- <P> il>m, for radially bladed' impellers: 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the assumption of incompressible and inviscid 
flow,, two-dimensionally modelled radial-flow pump impellers 
fittea with straight radial blades have been reanalyzed 
mathematically1 leading to previously unpublished solutions 
in closed-form. 

In particular, the velocity distribution along the 
impeller b1ades has now been formulated in closed-form by a 
Fourier series, with the Fourier coefficients being given by 
the (Gauss) hypergeometric function. 

Previously unpublished expressions have been derived for 
the slip factor(s), the throughput minimally required for 
efficient operat10n, and the prerotation required for a 
shockless entry; the latter being conveniently expressed with 
the aid of a new (slip-factor-like) 2rcrotation factor. 

The relations presented enalile the influence of finite 
blade numbers to be quantified better than before, and they 
provide a meaningful, and, moreover, convenient analytical 
extension to the one-dimensional, Eulerian design formulae, 
which are still customary in todays engineering practice 01 
(radial-flow) turbomachines. · 
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional 8-bladed radial-flow impeller with 
straight radial blades. 
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Figure 3: Fluid velocities along the unit circle ((-plane). 
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